
FUNDATIONS 1   UNIT 6 Suffix s 

 

TRICK WORDS  

Review  

the a and is his of 

as has to into we he 

she be me for or you 

your I they was one said 

from have do does   

 

Current 

Week 1  

were are 

 

Week 2 

who what when 

 

Week 3 

where there here 

 

REVIEW WORDS  

fox nut gas him shell cuff 

fuss miss kiss off fill puff 

toss doll hill fell chill Russ 

Bess well mess Nell mass bell 

pill will tell wall fall hall 

call ball tall mall ham  Sam 

can than pan man fan Jan 

am jam Dan tan Pam ran 

 

 

 

 



CURRENT WORDS  

Weeks 1 and 2 

dogs pens pups shops webs nets 

pegs hams chins backs mats mills 

chills maps tops bills necks bells 

rugs shells fans tins sheds pins 

nuts packs jugs bugs naps tubs 

buds dads socks pills chips ships 

kids paths pits cans rocks cops 

lips mops beds    

 

Week 3 

locks sips wets rubs lugs shuts 

kicks tells wins runs fills sits 

pats zags sets fibs dabs quits 

zaps tugs bets    

 

SENTENCES  

Week 1 

The kids are on the cot. 

Were the mops in the shed? 

Do the rugs have lots of mud on them? 

The shells are red. 

Did you get your socks? 

 

Week 2 

What did you get at the shops? 

Who has the pens? 

Who will mop the decks? 

When did Rick get the bells for the shop? 

Pam hugs the pup when it is sad. 

 

Week 3 

Where are all the shells? 

There are six mops. 

She sits here on the deck. 

Where are the dogs fed? 

Dan shops here at the mall. 



 

Mack and Bugs 
Mack is not a fan of bugs, 

not one bit! If a bug gets on Mack’s bed,  

Mack gets mad. Mack yells at the bug, 

“Get off this bed you big, bad bug!” 

If the bug does not go, 

Mack yells for his dad. 

If dad is not there, Mack runs. 
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